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We are glad to be able to announce that we are now sole agents for the British Commonwealth, the United States of America and France for ARTIA, the Czechoslovak Overseas Cultural Organisation. Stocks of many items have been obtained, and inquiries are invited for all modern and classical Czech music. Catalogues and lists are being prepared and will be sent as soon as they are ready if you will let us know that you would like to receive them.

Included in the Agency are the works of

SMETANA      JANÁČEK      MARTINU

the series of classical Czech music

MUSICA ANTIQUA BOHEMICA

and of course the new authentic and beautifully produced

COMPLETE EDITION OF DVOŘÁK

HUNGARIAN MUSIC

At the same time we can announce the conclusion of an agreement with KULTURA, covering Great Britain, the British Commonwealth, the United States, France and the German Federal Republic, for all Hungarian music and books on music. This agency includes some early works of

BARTÓK and KODÁLY

as well as all contemporary Hungarian music. Until lists and full details are ready we shall be very glad to answer inquiries.
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